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Lesson Objective: To be able to create an information 
text based on a chosen subject. 



Previously 

• So far in Literacy this week we have researched our topic
for our information texts. We have gathered lots of
information and key facts on the ‘jaguar’ and will use this
information to construct an information text. You should
hopefully have a detailed plan to help you write your
information text too!



Starter

• Information texts are organised into themes/subheadings.

1. As a starter please write down what your themes are for
the information text on the jaguar.

2. Underneath each theme please write down your best fact
which will be included in each section.



What should my information text look 
like?

On some of the slides that follow there are some examples of
information texts that we have previously looked at. Let’s
just remind ourselves what our information text should look
like!









What should you include in your 
information text? 

When you make your information text I should see the following
things:

1. Formal language
2. Present tense verbs
3. Pictures with captions based on your information

4. Subheadings above different paragraphs
5. Information organised into themes
6. Title based on the subject

7. A ‘WOW’ facts text box



Success Criteria 

Red Task – I can create an information text on the chosen topic including different
facts from my research. I can present my facts in full sentences and can include
subheadings and pictures to provide further information to the reader.

Yellow Task – I can create an information text on the chosen topic which has
paragraphs addressing the different themes. I can organise my research underneath
the correct subheading and can use present tense verbs to maintain the correct style.
I can also include pictures about my information with captions underneath.

Green Task – I can produce a comprehensive overview on the chosen topic organising
my research into the appropriate themes. I can include subheadings to present my
information and can use questioning to make the reader engage with the text. I can
also use present tense verbs consistently well and add suitable drawings with captions
to deepen the readers understanding.


